
Responsible sales 

Commitment 
to the SDGs

Capability development 
activities carried out 
with ceviche vendors 
in Cartagena, Colombia.

Providing customers with differentiated value propositions that 
contribute to their growth, profitability and sustainability in order 
to harness value through their satisfaction and loyalty.
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Strategy  
[GRI 103-2]

Progress achieved in 2020  
[GRI 103-3]

Providing customers 
with differentiated value 
propositions based on a deep 
knowledge of the market.

Implementing capability 
development plans and 
programs for customers, 
enabling them to face 
the new challenges of the 
commercial environment.

Creating differentiated and 
memorable experiences.

Consolidating inclusive 
and sustainable business 
models that contribute to the 
development of customers.

Developing customer and 
consumer experiences as part 
of the complaints and claims 
service provided to them. 

Strengthening the 
commercial and distribution 
processes to reduce the 

environmental impact.

 » Formulation of value propositions for segments with 
development potential, and update of the existing ones.

 » Fulfillment of the MEGA 2020 in fields of customer 
satisfaction and loyalty, reaching levels of excellence based 
on international standards. 

 » Customer satisfaction: 89,7 in Colombia and 89,5 abroad.

 » Customer loyalty: 87,9 in Colombia and 90,8 abroad.

 » More than 12.800 customers received training 
in skills and capabilities related to digital tool 
development, new business models, customer service, 
business strategies, point of sale management, and 
employee health and safety. 

 » Strengthening of the value proposition for customers 
in addition to the in-person service models, online 
service and telephone assistance provided with 
warmth, agility, efficiency and flexibility.

 » 10.813 base-level customers from the Cold Cuts and Ice 
Cream Businesses and Novaventa received support in terms 
of the development of capabilities.

 » Implementation of changes in the complaints and claims 
service model to ensure the migration to a model centered 
on the creation of experiences for both customers and 
consumers.

 » Expansion of Comercial Nutresa’s transport fleet with 15 
electric vehicles and tricycles, and 3 gas-powered vehicles. 

 » 1.362 employees received training related to driving 
techniques with the aim of ensuring a lower fuel consumption 
and lesser CO

2
 emissions. 

 » Purchase of more than 5.000 eco-efficient commercial 
assets that consume less energy and refrigerants in 
Comercial Nutresa and the Ice Cream Business. 

 » More than 173 Initiatives developed by Comercial Nutresa 
regarding the use of recyclable and less-pollutant materials 
in the production of advertising and exhibition elements. 

Managing the value chain responsibly
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Description of risks and 
opportunities [GRI 103-1]

The Company permanently works on the adapta-
tion to the changes and to significant risks asso-
ciated with customers, shoppers and consumers. 
For this purpose, Grupo Nutresa constantly moni-
tors the trends consolidated by its internal Market 
Intelligence Unit and by means of the information 
obtained during the permanent interaction with 
the market by the networks and Businesses.

The new reality and the evolution of consu-
mer behavior has caused the need to reconfigure 
the current customer segments and create new 
segments, challenging the Organization to offer 
differentiated value propositions adjusted to the 
new needs and perspectives of the customers. The 
desire of consumers to know the origin, functiona-
lity and traceability of products creates the need 
for the Company to work collaboratively with its 
customers to be able to meet their requirements.

In addition, the significant growth of digital 
purchasing driven by the pandemic will transition 
from a trend to being an important part of the bu-
siness model. This makes it necessary to capitalize 
on the opportunities provided by these platforms 
in order to ensure close relationships with custo-
mers, consumers and shoppers, and maintain the 
Organization’s highest level of competitiveness. 

Finally, according to the new reality of the 
market, it is important to keep strengthening the 
co-creation environments with customers with 
the aim of ensuring the generation of value and 
the Organization’s relevance.

Future outlook and goals for 2030 

The road to 2030 brings about scenarios of am-
biguity and uncertainty as a fixed feature. This 
drives the Organization to challenge itself to 
anticipate and make the necessary changes in 
an quick, agile and effective manner, ensuring 
a sustainable future for its customers and Bu-
sinesses. Additionally, this business ecosystem 
will be influenced by the new aware and digital 
realities and consumer trends as a priority. 

Grupo Nutresa will continue consolidating 
the value propositions for customers, consumers 
and shoppers by creating memorable experien-
ces and engagement models that enable achie-
ving the customer satisfaction and loyalty goals 
while maintaining the levels of excellence. 

In the upcoming decade, the exploration of 
new geographies and the implementation of 
new alternative distribution models, as well as 
new market entry methods with attractive va-
lue propositions, are relevant in ensuring the 
Company’s sustainability and continuity. These 
actions, supported on the development of new 
digital capabilities, is essential for contributing 
to the formulation of new business models, dri-
ving the evolution of the digital ecosystem, rein-
forcing the decision-making processes and the 
business management, and strengthening and 
developing capabilities related to big data and 
predictive analytics. 

Finally, materializing such challenges and 
drawing on the opportunities the market pro-
vides, Grupo Nutresa will contribute directly to 
the evolution of the stakeholders and the cons-
truction of a future where development benefits 
everyone.
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Success stories and acknowledgments [GRI 103-3]

Comercial Nutresa 
was ranked No. 1 in 
Colombia in terms of 
the consumption sector 
collaboration index rating 
This index measures the corpo-
rate capabilities for developing 
collaboration in three cate-
gories: logistical, overarching 
collaboration and commercial 
processes. The acknowledg-
ment also highlights Comercial 
Nutresa’s employee engage-
ment and support model for 
customer development. 
It was awarded by Logyca, the 
leading logistics firm  
in Latin America. 

Acknowledgment awarded to 
the Cold Cuts Business for its 
dynamic distribution models 
This accolade underpins the 
contribution to the development 
and expansion of the supply chain in 
Colombia within the large company 
category. It was granted by the firm 
Zona Logística.

For the third consecutive time, Grupo Nutresa 
occupies the first place in the 2020 edition of 
the 2WAY Goodwill award
With this accolade, Grupo Nutresa settles in as the 
company with the best reputation in Colombia based 
on six reputational pillars: solidity and track record; 
value offer; talent and well-being; social responsibility 
and sustainability; innovation and leadership; and 
ethics and transparency. 
The ranking is determined based on the yearly survey 
conducted by 2WAY Goodwill Consulting. 
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Material topic details [GRI 103-3]

Providing customers with differentiated 
value propositions
Since 2014, Grupo Nutresa measures the customer 
satisfaction levels in the massive networks in Co-
lombia with the support of the firm Ipsos Napoleón 
Franco. In 2020, the Company scored the highest 
rating over the past four years, thus fulfilling its 
MEGA 2020 and maintaining excellence-level rat-
ings in relation to the international standards. For 
Colombia, the customer satisfaction indicator stood 
at 89,7. For the international customers, the Organi-
zation maintains an excellence-level position with a 
customer satisfaction rating of 89,5. 

Customer training for the generation of 
capabilities
The work on enhancing capabilities is significantly 
important for both Grupo Nutresa and its customers, 
as it is focused on bridging gaps to enable sustain-
ability and business development. 

Therefore, the Organization developed virtual 
schools focused on enhancing skills and capabilities 
related to digital tools, new business models, custo-
mer service, business strategies, point of sale mana-
gement, and employee health and safety. The trai-

ning provided through such virtual schools has had a 
positive impact on more than 4.000 customers from 
the massive networks in Colombia. By means of stra-
tegies aimed at supporting customers in this new 
reality, the Businesses performed awareness-raising 
activities with the participation of more than 6.050 
customers. Such activities included virtual discus-
sion conferences and webinars.

The Cold Cuts Business in Panama and the Ice 
Cream Business in Colombia provided training for 
1.070 customers to address topics such as product 
transformation and business development with the 
support of specialized chefs. 

La Recetta organized twenty customer-focused 
events for the development of capabilities related to 
gastronomy and technical and commercial aspects. 
As part of this initiative, the Company organized and 
held three training sessions at the production units 
of prisons in Colombia.

In Comercial Nutresa, 59 commercial agents re-
ceived training in matters related of sustainability, 
risks, code of corporate governance and business 
continuity, taking into account their contribution 
and impact on the sustainability of the traditional 
channel in Colombia.

Commercial 
support provided by 
Comercial Nutresa 
to shopkeepers in 
Colombia.
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Development of differentiated and memo-
rable experiences 
The Organization designed multiple experiences 
with key international clients of the Coffee and 
Biscuits Businesses, as well as in Cordialsa’s 
international networks in Ecuador, Cordialsa U.S.A. 
and Tresmontes Lucchetti in Mexico. 

The massive networks in Colombia, Novaventa 
and the Retail Food Business strengthened the abili-
ty to design and assess the experience for the diffe-
rentiated attributes of the value proposition, such as 
loyalty programs, direct purchase of the Novaventa 
entrepreneurs model, the Cold Cuts Business’s cata-
log sales, online sales and delivery service.

In addition, co-creation activities were under-
taken with the participation of more than 500 cus-
tomers with the aim of strengthening the knowledge 
and proposing improvements for the processes that 
would benefit both the customers and the Businesses. 

Comercial Nutresa consolidated the role of se-
llers as business developers. Grupo Nutresa engaged 
232 clients from the wholesaler and minimarket seg-
ments with the purpose of expanding the strategy 
scope and reaching a larger number of clients. 

On another note, Comercial Nutresa continues 
consolidating the technical and specialized advisory 
services. Additionally, the Company assisted 468 
customers from the coffee and bakery shops seg-
ment with regard to the transformation products, 

enabling them to expand their finished-product por-
tfolio and to have a better value proposition for their 
shoppers.

La Recetta participated in five mass campaigns 
deployed via social networks as support to the gas-
tronomy industry with the aim of mitigating the im-
pact of the economic effect on their customers. 

Finally, Novaventa, Comercial Nutresa, La Rece-
tta and the Ice Cream Business engaged more than 
577.500 customers through their loyalty programs 
with the purpose of strengthening the business rela-
tionship and promoting a two-way growth. 

Sales channels and networks 
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic and seeking 
the way to continue serving and supporting all of its 
customers and clients, Grupo Nutresa explored and 
implemented in an agile and efficient manner new 
market entry models with the activation of channels 
such as telephone support, receiving orders via 
social networks and emails, among other. The 
objective of these actions was to increase the level of 
connectivity with them. Furthermore, Grupo Nutresa 
generated synergies with multiple digital platforms, 
implementing apps, chatbots and websites that 
enabled customers, shoppers and consumers to 
have a comprehensive, friendly and agile experience 
with the Organization’s brands.

Novaventa 
entrepreneur 
in Colombia.
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External energy consumption [GRI 302-2]

Commercialization models with social impact
The Ice Cream Business facilitated the delivery of 20.800 
food packages to independent retailers from the alter-
native channel as support to customers during the man-
datory lock-down period introduced in Colombia in re-
sponse to the pandemic.

Novaventa organized training activities focused on 
financial education, entrepreneurship and selling points 
for 1.703 Novaventa entrepreneurs with the support of 
the SENA (Colombian National Learning Service) and Aso-
bancaria (Colombian Bank and Financial Institution Asso-
ciation). Such training activities included 200 individual 
advisory sessions for leading Novaventa entrepreneurs.

Through its Saltín Noel brand and with the support of 
Fundación Nutresa, the Biscuits Business supported 56 
Cartagena ceviche vendors and their families with multi-
ple actions, such as the donation of food packages, digital 
courses and the delivery of biosecurity kits with the pur-
pose of assisting them during the COVID-19 contingency. 

Reinforcement of commercial and 
distribution processes to reduce the 
environmental impact 
Comercial Nutresa expanded its clean trans-
port fleet for the distribution operations with 
the acquisition of eleven electric vehicles, three 
gas-powered vehicles, two electric tricycles and 
two electric bicycles. This allows adopting envi-
ronmentally friendly practices with low pollutant 
gas emissions that also improve the ergonomic 
conditions for the delivery personnel. 

The Ice Cream Business and Comercial Nutre-
sa have delivered more than 5.000 assets such 
as freezers and snack conservation refrigerators 
with improved eco-efficiency features regarding 
energy and refrigerant consumption according to 
the international standards, which do not produ-
ce an adverse impact on the ozone layer and, the-
refore, do not damage the environment.

Moreover, and contributing to the Organiza-
tion’s circular economy strategies, Comercial Nu-
tresa used 62.695 kg of recyclable materials for 
manufacturing exhibition and product visibility 
elements. 

The Company has also intensified the imple-
mentation of the cross docking model in the mass 
distribution platforms with the aim of contri-
buting to a lesser fuel consumption and optimi-
zed routes that help in reducing the emission of 
greenhouse gases and, thus, taking better care of 
our planet. 

Distribution operations in Colombia

  184,4 GWh 182,2 GWh

2019 2020

Novaventa 
employee in 
Colombia.
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Closing of the strategy for 2020

1

2

3

4

Grupo Nutresa fulfilled the MEGA 2020 in terms of customer satisfaction, with a 
rating of 89,7 in Colombia and 89,5 in the international operations, both of which 

represent levels of excellence for this indicator.
The following are the initiatives that allowed the Organization to achieve such results: 

Creation, strengthening, 
management and evaluation of value 

propositions that were attractive for 
customers across all channels and 

segments, striving to maintain them 
relevant based on their needs and the 

demands of the business environment. Strategic clarity by the Businesses 
in terms of category, brand, network 
and experience management.

The strengthening of a customer-
centered culture, which allowed the 

Organization, through its multiple 
processes, to work toward the strategic 

focal point: the customer/market-
centered approach.

The inclusion of allies and third parties 
in the strategy; they supported the 
delivery and flawless management 
of the value proposition based on a 
customer-centered culture. 

Evolution of customer satisfaction over time

2014

Customer satisfaction results in Colombia

Customer satisfaction results in the Businesses abroad

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

87,887,7 89,788,5 91,688,8 8788,3 91,9 87,7

No 
measurement 

was 
made89 89,589,7

Customer satisfaction level
Goal: Maintaining the level of excellence
2020: 89,7
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